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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

LG EXPANDS SMART HOME CONNECTIVITY SOLUTIONS
Smart LG Electronics HVAC Products Featured at AIA Expo
Deliver Simple, Convenient, Future-Ready Connected Home Experience
NEW YORK, June 22, 2018 – Air conditioning technologies innovator LG Electronics
is leading smart home conversations at the American Institute of Architects (AIA) 2018
Conference on Architecture Expo, this week in New York (Booth #1823).

Driving its commitment to future-ready open platforms for smart home innovations, LG
announced that nearly all of its indoor variable refrigerant flow (VRF) HVAC units are
now Wi-Fi enabled and compatible with LG’s SmartThinQ® technology.

With literally hundreds of smart appliances and other devices already on the market, LG
is offering consumers more ways to control their home and enjoy the benefits of a connected lifestyle. At AIA Expo, the premiere industry event for architects and design professionals, LG is highlighting multiple smart solutions for today’s modern buildings,
supporting new smart products, technologies, and ideas across the entire industry.

“LG’s leadership in HVAC smart connectivity on our open platform strategy and broad
range of smart-enabled consumer products that makes it easier for homeowners to enjoy
the convenience of today’s connected home,” said Kevin McNamara, senior vice president, LG Air Conditioning Technologies.

“Expanding Wi-Fi capability even further to include our indoor VRF units, including
ducted and duct-free models, further enhances the LG smart home ecosystem for singlephase VRF projects and multi-family residential applications. This increased connectivity gives architects and engineers even more advanced technologies for their modern
building projects,” he said.
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Simple Set Up with One Centralized App: LG SmartThinQ
Introducing connected HVAC products is part of LG’s “Open Partnership, Open Platform, Open Connectivity” strategy, and “represents another important step in creating a
smart home ecosystem with connected products for every room,” according to
McNamara. Wi-Fi already is built into virtually all of LG’s 2018 appliances, and expanding Wi-Fi and app capabilities to LG VRF indoor units makes it easier for consumers to connect and interact with these devices, he explained.

Setup is simple and convenient with the free LG SmartThinQ app, available for Android
and iOS. With just one app, users can control the entire lineup of LG smart appliances
in their home. Whether it’s turning on the air conditioner, preheating the oven on the
way home from work, or checking the remaining laundry time while at the gym, LG
SmartThinQ brings consumers a new level of convenience.

Voice-Enabled Control with Amazon Alexa and the Google Assistant
LG smart appliance owners can also have Amazon Alexa or the Google Assistant help
them around the house. For example, they can use simple voice commands from anywhere within range of the Google Assistant or Amazon Alexa (or on their smartphone)
to adjust thermostat settings on their LG air conditioner, check the time remaining during wash cycles on their washing machine, ask their LG refrigerator to make more ice,
turn off their range after cooking, and even check the air quality level in their home using their LG air purifier.

In addition to compatibility with Google and Amazon, LG’s open partnership approach
will also include other partners to meet the evolving preferences of smart home adopters.

McNamara said LG’s industry-leading VRF technology and duct-free solutions have
made major inroads in the United States where the demand for high-performance,
flexible HVAC technology continues to grow. LG systems are designed to minimize
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efficiency losses found in conventional HVAC systems, provide sustainable energy
savings, and offer some of the lowest lifecycle costs of any system on the market today.

AIA Expo attendees can experience LG HVAC and control solutions in LG booth
#1823. Additional information on the complete portfolio of LG’s air conditioning
systems can be found at lghvac.com.

###
About LG Air Conditioning Technologies
The LG Electronics USA Air Conditioning Technologies business is based in Alpharetta, Ga. LG is a
leading player in the global air conditioning market, manufacturing both commercial and residential air
conditioners and providing total sustainability and building management solutions. From consumer and
individual units to industrial and specialized air conditioning systems, LG provides a wide range of products for heating, ventilating and air conditioning. The company's industry-leading variable refrigerant
flow (VRF) technology minimizes efficiency losses, provides sustainable energy savings and offers some
of the lowest life cycle cost of any system on the market today. LG Electronics USA, based in Englewood
Cliffs, N.J., is the North American subsidiary of LG Electronics Inc., a $55 billion global force and technology leader in consumer electronics, mobile communications, home appliances and air solutions. LG is
a 2018 ENERGY STAR® Partner of the Year-Sustained Excellence. For more information, please visit
lghvac.com.
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